Up to 4Kp60 scaling while converting SDI to HDMI with embedded timecode, WFM, Audio via 12/6/3/1.5G Quadlink SDI. Convert to HDMI or loop out to 12G-SDI.

CONNECT CONVERT 4K
SDI TO HDMI with SCALE/OVERLAY

Included Mounting Ears

Input
- HDMI
- SDI 12/6G (1 or 2)
- SDI 3/1.5G (4 or 2)
- SD/HD-SDI
- BNC (REF)
- LTC
- Analog Video
- Stereo Minijack
- Fiber

Output
- HDMI Loop
- 4K SDI 12/6G Loop
- SDI 3G Loop
- SD/HD-SDI Loop
- BNC (REF)
- LTC
- Analog Video
- Stereo Minijack
- Fiber
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